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Preferred Citation
[Box/folder# or item name], Pepperdine University Archives Audiovisual collection, Collection no. 0052, Special Collections and University Archives, University Libraries, Pepperdine University.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Materials were gathered from University Archives files.
Scope and Content
The collection is a catchall for audiovisual materials not already separated into specific collections. The most common types of recordings include VHS, betacam and betamax tapes, audio reels, video reels, and audiocassettes. Recordings may relate to individuals associated with Pepperdine, workshops or conferences, events held at or for Pepperdine, recordings of television shows or highlights, and other topics. Some labels do not give an accurate indication of the contents. Items range in date from the mid-1900s to the early 2000s.
Related Archival Materials
Many existing collections contain audiovisual materials related to specific Pepperdine schools, individual people, events (such as commencements or Bible Lectures), and other topics.
LINEAR FOOT COUNT EXPLANATION
This includes AV in the small storage closet in Melissa's room, plus 5 cartons from the annex. It does not include a few stray cartons in the surfboard closet or in room 114/115.
I counted the VHS cabinets/drawers, the boxes lying on top of the cabinets, the long boxes on the floor, and the miscellaneous AV boxes lying on the floor. I probably didn't catch everything, but it's rough.
Inside storage drawers --> 385 VHS/other tapes Loose VHS on cabinets --> 11 VHS/other tapes Total tapes --> 396 tapes, divided by 28 tapes per VHS storage box = 14.14 boxes Rounded down, that's 14 boxes at 15.5” each --> 18.08 feet
7 xerox boxes of tapes (11”) --> 6.42 feet
5 long boxes, roughly 2 cartons each (2 x 1.25 ft) --> 12.5 feet
3 audiocassette drawers (34”) --> 8.5 feet
3 other cartons-worth in random boxes -- oral history, advancement, misc VHS --> 3.75 feet
5 cartons in the annex --> 6.75 feet
TOTAL --> 55.5 linear feet
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